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ABSTRACT: Gold in the Offin placer deposit at Dunkwa-on-Offin,  Ghana, occurs freely. 
Cravity concentration methods such as jigging and sluicing are employed  to  recover  the gold. 
These methods  are  most  efficient  within  specific size ranges of the gold  grains. 

This paper conducts mineralogical, sieve and  rnicroscopic  analyses  to  establish the gold 
grain size and its distribution  along the Offin  River. The results of the size analyses  are  used as 
a  basis  to  evaluate  the  effectiveness of the  dredge  treatment  plants  at  Dunkwa  Goldfields Ltd. in 
gold recovery. 

The analyses take into consideration three  operational  zones:  Upper,  Middle  and  Lower 
Offin. In each  operational  zone, size analyses  are carried out on the gold grains in the deposit, 
gold grains reeovered by the treatment  plant,  and  those  lost  by  the  treatment  plant. 

The particle sizes are  grouped  into  three main  classes: 
(i) 'Upper  range: + 440 pm 
(ii)  Middle  range: - 440 pm to + 120 pm 
(iii)  Lower  range: - 120 pm 

The analyses  show  that  within  the  deposit,  the  gold  grain size reduces  generally from the  Upper .' 
to  Lower  Offin. The percentage  of  the  upper  size  range  reduces  from  the  Upper  to  Lower Offin. 
The percentage of the  lower size range  increases  while  that of the  middle size range  is  fairly 
constant. 

The results of  the  analyses  of the gold  grain  in  the  tailings  indicate  that  the  performance of 
the dredges located in the Upper and  Middle  Offin is satisfactory. The dredge in the Lower 
Offin is inadequately  efficient. Its relative  poor  performance can be attributed  to  the  inability of 
the jig to recover the gold grain in the lower size range; it is suggested that  a Knelson 
concentrator  could  be  a  bettér  choice. 

The mineralogical analysis is conducted  only  for the samples from the in-situ  rnaterial. 
The results show that the main constituent minerals, have specific gravities such that the 
minerals  have no significant  effect on gold  recovery. 

RESUMI?: L'or  dans le dépôt alluvionaire de Dunkwa-on-Offin,  Ghana, se trouve sous forme 
libre. Les méthodes de concentration  par  gravité  comme le jig  et  le sluice sont employées  pour 
récupérer l'or. Ces méthodes sont  les plus efficaces  pour des gammes de grosseurs spécifiques 
des grains d'or. 

Cet article présente les analyses minéralogiques,  par  tamisage, et au microscope pour 
établir la taille des grains d'or et leur distribution au long de la rivière Offin. Les résultats des 
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rmdom6tiques tilis6s c o r n e  base pour 6vduer l'efficacit6 de l'ins 
de la drague 2 D @d&k%ds Ltd. 

Les analyses prennent en consid6ration trois zones op6rationnelles dans le dbp6t 
alluvionaire: Offin supbrieur, moyen et iderieur. Dans chaque zone, l'mdyse grmulom6trique 

des grains d'or dans le dbg6t, dams le mat6dd r6cup6r6 et trait6 
et dms le mat6id rejet de la drague. 

groupbes en trois clsscs gmdom6tiques: 
plus de 448 pm 

ire: de 446 p B 120 pm 
(iii) La classa inf6rieure: moim de 120 

Les analyses montrent que la grosseur ' d'or diminue  g6n6ralement entre le Offin 
supCrieur et le Offin inf6rieur. Le pourcen classe supCrieure diminue entre le Offin 
supCrieur et le Offin id&ieur. Le pourc lasse inErieuae aupen te  dors que celui 
de la classe inntemB&aire reste asez con 

des dragues situees en Brieur et Offin moyen est satisfaisante. La pedomance de la 
drague en Offin inferkm n'est pas assez efficace. On peut attribuer cette mauvaise perfomance 
relative 2 1'inqmcitB de la drague de r6cup r les grains d'or dans la classe grmulomCtrique 

Le r6sulltat des an randornetriques du materiel rejet6 indique que la  pedomance 

inferieure; il est suggere qu'un concentrateu aekson sera un meilleur choix. 
L'analyse min6ral ue est faite uniquement peur les 6chanstilloas du d6pbt in-situ. Les 

resulltats montrent que densitCs des min6raux essentiels constitutifs du dCp8t sont telles 
qu'elles n'ont aucum effet significatif sur la rBcupbradsn de l'or par 

The Offin Placer degosit belongs %O the Dunkwa Goldfields Ltd. (DGL.)> a subsidiary of 
Corporation (S Cl. It is loeated at Dun a-On-Offin, some 150 km 

southwest of Kumasi, the second Pargest City in Ghana. 

The compmy's dredging concession stretches from the Upper OHin through the Middle 
Offina to the Eower Offin . The concession extends about 1.6 n either side of the 
Offin River and some 68 strem. 1% alss covers the Jimi River ts vdlley, from the 

Goldfields Corporation DGL emgloys five bucket ladder dredges to mine the placer 
coduence with the 0 r northwards to the concession bsundary of the Ashanti 

deposit sf the O 

Gold in the Offin glacer deposit occurs freely and the method of treatment of the placer 
material is by gravity concentration, jiggijng and sluicing. The efficient recovery of gold by 
these processes depends to a large tent on the size 0% the gold grains (Taggart, 1944). 

The main objective of this paper is to establish the size range of gold grain in the Offin 
placer deposit so as to be able to determine  how  effective the treatment plant operates. 
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Fig. 1: Map showing the  three  operational zones of DGL. 

The work is centered on three dredges namely: dredges D/5, D/6 and D/7 which are 
located in the Middle, Lower and  Upper  Offin  respectively. It entails size analyses of (i) the 
gold grains in the  deposit,  (ii)  gold  grains  recovered by the  treatment  plant,  and  (iii)  gold  grains 
lost by the treatment  plant. The samples  were  taken  from  dredge  buckets  (representing  grains in 
the deposit), secondary jig underflows and screen (recovered grains) and primary and 
secondary jig overflows (representing lost grains). This made it possible to study the gold 
grains in the deposit as well as those  which  are  recovered  and  lost  by  the  treatment  plant. 

2. THE OFFIN PLACER  DEPOSIT 

The alluvial gold deposits of DGL form part of the placer deposits associated with the 
Birimian  and  Tarkwaian  rock  systems. These two rock  systems are Precambrian in age but the 
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3.1. DREDGING 
The mode of operation of the dredge involves excavation of the placer  deposit @oth undemater 
and river bank) gnd transporting the excavatecl materid to the sking t r o m e l  by a bueket 
ladder. Treatment of the washed material is caried out on the dred e and waste is disposed of 
at the rear end of the dredge. Msvement of the dredge on the river is by an array of %ive winch 
ropes controlled from a central winch rom.  

The trsmmd is the f h t  stage of the treatment plant where washing and sizing talces place. 
9t consists of a screen of size 9.5 mm to allow screenl stacker splits of 60%/46% feed 
proportion ( h n o n ,  1989). The inner periphery is provided with lifters to cascade the material 
for washing and loosening. long the length is a 6.3 m diameter pipe which delivers high 
pressure waterjets through.several 15.9 mm spigots for the washing process as the screen 
revolves. Washed oversize  gravels and clay are delivered t0 waste. Grave1 sizes of -6.9 pllpn 
pass through the screen and washes into a primary concentrate sump that feeds the primary jig 
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via a  hydrocyclone. The primary jig has three cells of dimensions of 14.5 m by 12.7 m. These 
cells have stroke lengths of 19.1 mm to 12.7 mm. The undefflow from the primary jig is fed 
into a  secondary concentrate sump and  then  to  a cyclone (basically a  de-sliming  device)  via a 
102 mm pump, where particles are separated according to size and specific gravity. The 
overflow  from  the cyclone is delivered  to  the  secondary  concentrate  sump  and  the  undefflow  to 
the secondary jigs for further concentration. 

Bucket ladder 

Prirnary concentra 
Sand chute. 

Fig. 2 Flowsheet of a typical  treatment plant at DGL 

The secondary jig consists of two cells, each with a stroke length of 12.7 mm. The 
underflow of  ce11 one feeds the mercury  trap,  while that of  ce11 two feeds the  tertiary jig and  the 
overflow  discarded. The tertiary jig further  concentrates  the  impoverished  feed  (from  secondary 
jig) by further jigging and its underflow  goes  back  to the secondary concentrate sump and the 
overflow discarded. Al1 jig overflows  run across sluices lined with coconut mats, which are 
intended  to  concentrate  any  gold  that  might  have  been  lost  to  the  jigs. 

As stated  earlier, the undefflow  from ce11 one of the  secondary jig feeds  the  mercury  trap - 
a devicgfor formirtg the amalgam. It consists of an arrangement of several units of wooden 
boards on  which are rolls of  dxilled slots of 25.4 mm by 15.9 mm deep, at a  pitch distance of 
25.4 mm'in a staggered pattern filled  with  mercury.  Between the rolls of slots are metal strips 
or riffles  which create ripples in the  cross-flow. 

The fourth unit is  the stacker. This is a 42.3 m conveyor  system  used for the disposa1 of 
waste (washed  grave1  and  overburden). Trough idlers are spaced 0.6 m and the return idlers 
1.2 m. The belt  runs in a  superstructure  inclined at about 150 to the horizontal and is suspended 
by  tension  ropes. 
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1 SLUICE BOXES 
A 

1 JCS 

Fig. 3: Performance of gravity and centrifuga1  concentration  devices ai difk€6fif fWd Si&& {8@3€ 
Anon, 1978) 

5. SAMPLING PROCÉDURE 

The sampling programme  was  designed  to  evaluate the size tahges df gdd in the: Offiii 
placer  deposit  with  the view to establishing  the  effectiveness of the tteatmnt plant dfi dfedges 
D/5, B/6 and D/7. These three  dredges  were  chosen  because  they  are in the tJppet, Middie sthd 
the  Lower Offin, which  are  the  main  operational  zones  alohg  the  Offin  River. 

Samples  were  taken  from  strategic  points on each  dtedge, poihts which  would tefiect gald 
grains in the deposit (Le.  in  situ) as well as those  reflectiiig tecoveted ahd lost gMhs by the 
treatment  plants. These points  were the bucket for the  gold gtahs in  the  deposit,  the 9ecoiidat.y 
jig spigot for the recovered  gold  grains,  and  the ovetflows afid scteeh tailihgs  to  teptesefit  the 
gold lost by the  treatment  plant. The sampling pracedute at each sampling point is diseussed 
below. 

(a)  Bucket  samples:  Samples  were  taken by means of a t&e of 50.8 mm diafietet shiiil@j &f 
one end. The tube was speared into a  moving  bucket afid sarhple volume at each &%i *&S. 
about 0.05 m3. Samples were  washed  in  a 19.5 fifi petfotated headpan  aiid the itfldW&fe: 
traimferred  into  a sample bucket,  hand-panned  to  the "blac2k" aiid bagged as a fifial MBpfe. 
ln afl, 500 samples  amddntiirg  to  some 15 in3 wete takeii. 
(b) Secondaq jig undetflodr: Sainples were  obtained by fieans of a 25.4 mm diafWfet hase 
of about 3.0 ni length which was eonnected to the spigot of the secondary jig and  the 
concei-ittsttd Was delive"r6d intd a  basin  for  a  period  of 20 seconds. Sampling was  carried  out 
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o w  sHes. In the 
slide and  viewed 

counrted within a test period. 
relative number of partides 

The objectives of this test were two-fold: 
(i) to compare this result ~4th th& of the  microscopie mdysis md 

lower h i t  in the microsCopic malysis. 
amine the gold rains skes in the under 120 pm ske  range, whieh was t 

eralogical  analysis 
has bien stated in Section 4.. of this work, gaavity  separation is most eficient when 

the mineral and gangue in the mineral mixtures diHer appreciably in specific gravity. The 
objective of this aridysis was therefore to find out the accessory minerals that exist in the Offin 
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placer  (in-situ  material) in order to assess  those  most  likely to affect  gold  recovery at DGL. The 
samples were prepared into polished  sections.  Each section was analyzed in plane  and  crossed 
polars  and  minera1  identification  was  by  the  degree of reflection  technique. 

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The discussion focuses attention on the gold grain size and its distribution in the Offin 
placer deposit (i.e.  in-situ),  in the recovered  concentrate  (i.e. jig underflow),  and in the tailings 
(Le. jig and screen overflows). The aim  of  the analysis was to determine the optimal size of 
gold grains  that are recovered  effectively by  the  treatment  plants,  and to determine  the  size  range 
at which possible losses might be occuring in the plant so that they may  be reduced. The 
mineralogical analysis should  establish  the  various  gangue  minerals. The specific  gravity of the 
gangue minerals would indicate whether they adversely affect gold recovery by gravity 
separation. 

6.1. GOLD G M I N  SIZES IN THE OFmN PLACER  DEPOSIT 

Figure 4 shows histograms of the gold grain size for the  various sections of the  Offin for 
the  microscopic  test. 
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Fig. 4 Histogram of gold grain size  (microscopic  test). 
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Plots of log values of the upper class size versus cumulative frequency on an arithrnetic 
grobability pager (fig. 5) showed straight Pines indicating that  the old grain sizes are 
lognonrmally distributed. 

n 
E) 

1 1.25 
> 

L 

.5: h g  of upper class limit versus cumulative frequency. 

The estimated mean values are shown in Table 1. In figure 6 are histograms showing the 
weight percentage of the gold grain siae for the sieve test. Weight pereentage had been used for 
the sieve test as against relative frequency due to the observations made by Allen, 1981. 
Graphs of cumulative gercenta e of gold grains against upper elass size for both depssit and 
reesvered material of botb tests are shown in Figure 7. For practical puposes, the size ranges 
of +446 pm (upper range), -446 pm 60 +120 pm (middle range), md -120 pm (lower range) 
have been used for the andysis. 

?an gsld grain  sizes for the Upper, Middle  and Lswer Offin. 

Upper Offin 
Middle Offin 
Lower Offin 

In-situ material  Recsvered  material 

grains size (Pm) 

185 836 
240 68 1 
250 173 

grains 
v 

Lsst 
No. of 
grains 
3 
54 
200 

........__.__. 
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Fig. 6: Histograms  showing  weight  percentage of gold grah size. 

The following  observations  can be made: 
(i) In the  Upper  Offin, the rnicroscopic  test  showed  that the gold grain size in the deposit 

(i.e. in-situ) have  about 15% of the grains in  the  upper  range  (i.e. +440 pm)  size,  73% 
in the middle range (-440 pm to +120 pm) size and 12% in the lower range  (i.e. - 
120 pm)  size. The sieve test  showed 7%, 53% and 40% respectively. These two tests 
produce an average of 11%, 63%  and 26% respectively. 

(ii) In the case of the  Middle  Offin, the two tests produce  an average of 7% (upper size 
range), 64% (middle  size  range)  and 29% (lower  size  range). 

(iii) The Lower  Offin  had  an  average of 3%, 63%  and  34%  respectively. 

The deductions  that  could be made  from  these  observations  are  that: 
1. More than 60% of the  gold grains in the  Offin  placer  deposit are found in the  middle  size 

range (-440 pm and +120 Pm). 
2. The  trend in size distribution of gold grains in the  Offin  placer deposit is such  that  gold 

grains become finer from the Upper  Offin  to  the  Lower Offin i.e. the percentage of the 
under 120 pm increases. 
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In srder to evduate the effectivenees of the dredges  with  respect ts the ske 0.6 
and its recovery in the Offin placer, the correlation between the gold grains in the deposit and 
that recovered by the  treatment  plant was statistically  estimated. The results are show in 
Table 2. 

The results  indieate  that for Upper Offin, the  correlation  between gsld grain skes in the 
depssit (Le.  in-situ) md that  recovered by the  treatment plant is 6.98 €or the micrsscopic test, 
while  that  for  the  sieve  test is 6.95. The  two  results  average out to 0.96. Similarly, the 
averages  €or  the  iddle and h w e r  Offin are 0.92 md 6.47 respectively. It could be concluded 
therefore that the  dredges Dl7 (Upper Offin) md .D/5 (Middle Offin) are  performing  reasonably 
weU at their  present  locations. The pdommm of D/6 is relatively poor. 
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Table 2: Correlation  between  gold  grains  in  the  deposit  and  that  recovered  by 
the  treatment  plants for the  Microscopic  and  Sieve  analyses. 

I Correlation  coefficient 
......................................... ~...~. 

Microscopic Sieve 

Upper  Offln (D/7) 0.98 

0.48 Lower Offln (D/6) 0.45 
0.90 Middle  Offin (D/5) 0.93 
0.95 

6.3. MINERALOGICAL ANALYSIS 

A summary of the  results  from  this analysis is as presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Summary of accessory  minerais  in  Offin  placer  deposit. 

Gangue  minerai 1 % in speclmenl  Speciflc gravitp 

Quartz  40 - 50 
4.8 - 5.1 10 Pyrite 

2.65 

Magnetite 5.18 10 
limenite 

4.0 - 4.4 20 - 30 Goethite 
4.9 2 Marcasite 

4.5 - 5.0 2 

Rutile 2 4.2 
Zircon Q 4.7 

* Source: Slyth and  de  Freitas, 1977 

It  could be Seen from the  mineralogical  test  that quartz, goethite,  pyrite  and  magnetite  with 
specific gravities of 2.65,4.0 - 4.4,4.8 - 5.1, and 5.18 respectively  constitute  over 80% of the 
samples. The only property of these minerals  which will have any significant effect on the 
recovery of gold in a  gravity  concentration  method is specific gravity.  With  gold  being 19.6 far 
above those listed, it most  unlikely  that these minerals would have any  major effect on the 
recovery of gold from the Offin Placer  deposit. 

7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results  obtained in this study have shown  that the mean  gold  grain sizes in the Offin 
placer  deposit  decrease  systematically  from  the  Upper to the h w e r  Offin. Generdy, more than 
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